Youth’s European Championships U-16/U-18 were held in Irish Wexford 21th-23th July. Open European Cup and Grand Prix series were held the same time same place. A few young athletes competed among youths and the next day among adults. For example Russian boy Egor Demyshev competed in Long cycle wit 16 kg kettlebells and achieved 1th place with 137 repetitions. The next day he competed in biathlon of Euro Cup with 32 kg kettlebells and achieved 2nd place with 197 points!

Another great competing was from little 14 years old Russian girl. Elizaveta Safronova won youth’s competition with 245 snatches of 12 kg kettlebell. The next day she won Euro Cup with 86 reps of 24 kg kettlebell!

Many thanks for Irish organizators for friendly holding of competition and for great conditions of competing.